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Abstract
My thesis will be discussing the silent and verbal comics,
comparing the construction of narratives and the themes that arise
in both. Through these comparisons I will identify the influence of the
comic culture in both the U.S./U.K. and Franco/Belgian cultures on
the development of the silent comics. My thesis question: “Beyond
Words: is there a difference between the narratives and themes of
the Bande Dessinée muette, from the French and Belgian schools
and silent comics, the type read in US and UK?”. The comparison
between Anglophone silent comics and Franco/Belgian Bande
Dessinée muette stems from my interest and research in finding
ways to tell stories without words, and whether the language of
drawing is universal. I used secondary sources and analyzed verbal
and silent comic books of authors who are known within their genres.
The results of my research are that, by comparing the verbal comic
to the silent, one can conclude that lack of words does not mean
necessarily equate to losing components of the story which only the
verbal stories can provide for. On the opposite, silent comics can be
a powerful and universal media to tell a story and express emotions,
often strengthening the narrative while stimulating the reader’s
imagination. An analysis of the American market also suggest that
American publishers should be more adventurous and trustful in the
ability of their reader to be open and appreciate of the European style
comics, particularly in the genre of the silent comics, as their theme
and understanding are transcending the need for language.

Design Rationale
For element 2, I designed a silent comic representing the
challenge of completing the brief’s requirement of including my entire
written thesis in a silent comic. I also wanted to incorporate aspects
of the Franco/Belgian and Anglophone traditions within my design
elements. I will do this by presenting a silent comic in a 24 by 32 cm
silent comic zine. This size is the one of a typical Bande Dessinée
album, while the thin paper on which the album is produced will
represents the anglophone tradition. As an extension to my thesis I
want to produce a design element which outlined points I had made
in the first chapter of my thesis about the narrative attributes explored
in comics, specifically the use of panels to indicate time, movement,
and speed and images appropriate to the narrative indicative of the
exhaustion of the character and its deliverance upon the completion
of the essay. Additionally, I want to highlight the different themes
discussed in chapter 2 and to transcend the cultural differences and
language between France, Belgian and the Anglo-Saxon world. I
am producing a zine because that it where the BD genre was more
popularly seen and accepted in America.
wThe comic shows our main character, exhausted by a
long sleepless night, peering out from a small window and seeing
something in the distance that the reader doesn’t know yet. As dawn
breaks, she drives her motorcycle towards the cliff, flying off and
landing near a large rocky canyon. She parks her bike and walks
around, out of the shadow and is astonished to see words engraved
into stone lit by the setting sun. Within the comic I use colors to
show time and to illustrate the mood of the character. As well I
used techniques from chapter 1 and 2 to strengthen my narrative.
Techniques such as utilizing the theme of sci-fi and dream, the theme
of flying, and the ability various panel positions and size to show
time.
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Beyond Words: comparing silent comics and Bande Dessinée muette

‘Beyond Words: comparing silent comics and Bande Dessinée muette’ is my thesis title.
From there I will be asking if there a difference between the narratives and themes of the Bande
Dessinée muette, from the French and Belgian schools and silent comics, the type read in US
and UK? This thesis developed from my interest in comics (or Bande Dessinée, BD for its short
and popular acronym in the French language version) as the form of narrative art. Specifically
I will discuss the specific genre of silent comics and visual stories that are mostly written as a
succession of image, without the use of words. I am particularly interested on how silent comics
construct narrative, can express emotion and by the themes of the stories they tell. I initially
broaden my research to the overall medium of comics books and particularly on their commonality
of evolution and theme between the Anglo Saxon and the French speaking markets, before
focusing on silent comics. Silent comics are not categorized as a specific comic genre but they
have gained in popularity in the last decade as noted by Jessie Bi, “There have never been as
many silent comic book albums released as in this decade,” (Bi, 2006). Because of this nascent
popularity, specific research on silent comic is rare. Therefore, with the existing research, I
expanded my thesis with personal reading, to compare silent and verbal comic books at multiple
levels. Specifically, I will be describing the different techniques to develop a narrative, including the
use of panels or comic strips and the framing of the pictures. I will next discuss the themes that
may be difficult or better approached to the use of silent comics, humour and sci-fi, respectively.
Finally, although there is no specific data covering the silent genre, I will summarize the relative
success in the market place of comics or BD in the US and Europe and why silent comics, like
‘The Arrival’ by Shaun Tan or ‘Arzach’ by Mœbius , have an opportunity to expand beyond borders,
language barrier and culture and bridge the historical separation between the Anglophone comics
versus the Franco/Belgian Bande Dessinée. My interest for comics in general and silent comics,
specifically, comes from growing up in America in a French-speaking family. I grew up reading
Bandes Dessinée, however, I was aware of the “geek” status surrounding comic books. Another
aspect of this was, evidently, that all of my favorite BD were in French. Even if I wanted to share,
it was uncommon to find an English translation. Quite noticeable as well, elementary schools
children in Franco/Belgian
curriculums are often introduced
BD in class, to support for
example history lessons.
Reading BD while growing
up in America is still not seen
favorably and teachers would not
consider to introduce the comic
medium to kids at all.
Silent comics are comics
that use images to convey a
story, as opposed to verbal
comics that build stories out of
drawings supported by text, and
dialogs between protagonists,
enclosed into bubbles (Figure
1,2) In verbal comics, authors will
sometime also use a silent page
or strip to accentuate a deeper
Figure 1: Blake and Mortimer
Figure 2: The Shaolin Cowbow, Jay
narrative meaning. Throughout
(Edgar
P.
Jacobs,
Ed.
Dargaud),
Longino & Caanan While, Ed. Image
my essay I will write about both,
a classical verbal comic.
Comics, an example of silent comic.
the exclusively silent comics and
also these silent sequences.
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Silence, as it “promotes the showing over the telling (within the frame),” (Adler, 2011) is a useful
tool when creating comics. As I am writing this essay in English, I will be referring to the general
genre as silent comics. Comics from the United States of America and the United Kingdom will be
referred to as Anglophone Comics or just comics whereas comics from Franco/Belgian Europe will
be known as Bande Dessinée or its commonly known acronym, BD. There are many names when
it comes to describing silent comics such as pantomime and wordless, however I will continue to
refer anglophone silent comics as simply silent comics. As for silent Bande Dessinée, they are
known only as Bande Dessinée muette. For this essay I want to introduce two recent sources, that
have been very helpful while conducting my research and have been often cited throughout my
entire thesis. The first is a website called Du9. Du9 is a French webzine and database for comics
which does not worry about labels but aims to be only a catalog and guide to help interested
readers discover more about their beloved comics. I specifically used ‘La Bande Dessinée Muette’
by Jessie Bi. The quotes and paraphrase have all been translated into English. My next source
is “The Francophone Bande Dessinée,” a book of collective essays edited by Charles Forsoick,
Laurence Grove, and Libbie McQuillan. The entire book was very helpful in my initial research
to focus down on my subject. Later Matthew Screech’s essay “Jean Giraud/Mœbius: Nouveau
Réalisme and Science Fiction” and Roger Sabin’s essay on “Some Observations on BD in the
US,” proved to be very helpful towards developing my thesis question.
The comic book market is divided into four main categories. The traditional Franco-Belgian
comics also known as Bande Dessinée, Graphic novels, U.S. superhero comic books, and Manga.
(Adler, 2011) I did not consider the silent manga comic books as they are a very broad subject,
that I am not very familiar with; however in future research, the Manga’s should not be disregarded
as they are a prominent form of silent comics. In my essay I will be writing specifically about the
Franco/Belgian comics and Anglophone comics and comparing the verbal to the wordless within
those originating comics. In the next section, I am going to provide some historical context (1960now) of the comics of both Franco/Belgian and Anglophone origin, followed up by a short history
focused on silent comics.
A short History of BD as a new artform, Anglophone comics, and silent comics
After an exhibit at the Louvre in 1967 which was completely devoted to the subject of
BD, and included a few satellite exhibits around Paris, the medium became credible and taken
seriously in Europe. They were treated with “intellectual respect, just as previously cinema had
been, and their place within the culture was confirmed.” (190, Sabin, 2013) The status of the
comic authors elevated to match those of journalists and authors who wrote for the daily press.
They currently have an international reputation for quality, artistry, and profit from generous state
subsidies. (8, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005). BD is recognized since 1974 by its own
yearly festival in the French city of Angoulême. Throughout the 1980s-1990s, BD achieved its
formal status in France’s classification of the arts, and is referred as ‘Le Neuvième Art’, indication
its acceptation as a mature part of French culture. Currently, ‘BD pour adultes’, outnumber kids’
title by a considerable margin. (76, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005). It became common
to see grownup people reading comics in public places such as cafe terraces or on the public
transport and for the new album of the best-known author to be advertised in magazines, radio
and TV. During this time, the status of comic books in America was changing away the mainstream
popular culture superhero comic books to the incorporation of new genres, inspired by European
BD and the Underground Comix movement happening in the U.S.
Within adult comics and the underground comic scene, the first to emerge were science
fiction based and appearing to the fan culture in the mid-1970s. This seemed predictable as the
science fiction genre was going through a sort of resurrection period at the time. America had sent
someone to the moon and the release of George Lucas’s “StarWars” made for the popularizing of
this genre. Sub-genres included ‘fantasy’ and ‘sword and sorcery’. The most influential however
came from France with the ‘Métal Hurlant’ (Howling metal, pub. Les Humanoids Associés) comic
magazine which exhibited “openly erotic and visually stunning work from a number of European
creators.” (71, Sabin, 2013). The second genre that came within adult comics was produced from
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Early cover of French
magazine ‘Métal Hurlant’.

Cover of ‘Heavy Metal,’
inspired by ‘Métal Hurlant’.
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independent companies such as Marvel and DC in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Marvel and DC
matured their content and aimed towards those who had grown up reading superhero comics but
were now newly adolescent and maybe embarrassed to continue reading comics that were aimed
towards children. The two main publishing houses were ‘Raw’ and ‘Mad’ in America and Escape
in Britain. The last genre of adult comics to emerge was the underground. Many artists who
worked in mainstream comics produced their best work for the underground. Unfortunately, the
underground attracted negative attention from the authorities and censorship damaged the genre’s
appeal . Although these are three separate classifications of genres within adult comics, artists
and publishers commonly crossed over between genres. By contrast the readership remained
small and specific; “a ‘Raw’ (underground) fan was unlikely to get very excited about ‘Daredevil’
(mainstream), and vice versa.” (85, Sabin, 2013)
Regarding the silent comic, the term isn’t a new one as they were commonly used more
than a century ago. However, many comics didn’t take the opportunity to explore the silent
sequence as the interior monologues of the main character would often break the silence for the
reader. In fact, it wasn’t until the “arrival of adult comics and the idea of realism for this to change.”
(Bi, 2006) Besides Mœbius’ Arzach’s emergence in the 1970s it wasn’t for the next 20 years until
there was the resurgence of silent comics. This happened because there was a new demand for
‘legitimization, independence and artistic demands from young authors, faced with a comic strip
that has certainly become adult but locked in the editorial standardization and a commercial form
of censorship.” (Bi, 2006) In recent years, the “potential for a more extended narrative solely in
images has been realized in several such long-form graphic novel(s).” (36, Gravette, 2014)
But who is Mœbius? Mœbius is the pseudonym of Jean Giraud, who was a French
artist, cartoonist, and writer who worked in the Franco-Belgian Bandes Dessinée tradition. He
created Arzach, a collection of 4 wordless short comics of a silent warrior who flies a pterodactyl
like creatures through a strange land. It is humorous and often compared to dreams or the
subconscious. It has been exceptional in the history of the ninth art and for many it is thought as
the first real silent comic book. This is because its influence touched both the United States and
Japan like no other European comic had done before; or done since. Throughout this essay I will
be discussing Arzach often and pulling examples from the comic. Understanding his work and the
approaches he made is “an essential step to better understand the challenges of contemporary
silent comics.” (Bi, 2006)
Chapter 1: Attributes of a silent narrative
In this chapter I will be discussing panels and narrative picture, two topics that are essential
to producing cohesive graphic narratives. In doing so, I will identify techniques used to manipulate
the reader into believing in their created world; whether it reflects real life or not, as well as, how
these are treated in silent comics. Further along, I will explore differences between the verbal
and silent comics in the quality of drawing and the use of color. By comparing the verbal and
silent comics, one can realize that lack of words is not an impediment to the understanding of the
story, components of the story are not lost, even if they are not conveyed through the usage of
words. In fact, the absence of words can strengthen the narrative while stimulating the reader’s
imagination. Images on their own invite the reader to process the images further and to construct
meaning. (Adler, 2011) For the following exploration of panels, I want to introduce three theorists
whose work on comics and silent comics has contributed greatly to my research. First, Thierry
Groensteen, who is one of the leading French-speaking comics research and theorist, who has
written “The System of Comics”. Second is Barbara Postema, a SSHRC-funded Postdoctoral
Research Fellow with the Modern Literature and Culture Research Centre at Ryerson University
in Toronto, who has published “Narrative Structure in Comics: Making Sense of Fragments.” And
finally, Scott McCloud, an American cartoonist and comics theorist, has been instrumental through
his written non-fiction books about comics which also happen to use the medium of comics.
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Panel transitions, Composition, and Time
Images on their own in comics can demonstrate a strong sense of meaning. Silent comic
is but one exploration of the potential images have when “put in relation to one another.” (49,
Postema, 2013) Scott McCloud, states in his book ‘Understanding Comics’ that transitions
between panels can be placed into six main categories. These are: ‘Moment-to-moment’, where
the reader requires very little effort to understand or engage with. ‘Action-to-action’ where the
transition between the two panels is the same subject as the transition, for example, a batter at
the pitch with the ball thrown in one panel and the batter having swung, “wham!” in the preceding
panel. The next transition, ‘subject-to-subject’, requires more engagement from the reader. The
two panels can have totally different scenes however the subject of these two panels remains the
same cause and effect. ‘Scene-to-scene’ transitions transport the reader across a notable distance
of time and space. And the last two panel transitions are ‘aspect-to-aspect’ in which the eyes of
the reader tend to wander and the purpose is to set a tone or mood; and finally, ‘non-sequitur’, in
which there is meaningful relationship between the two panels whatsoever. (71, McCloud, 2013).
(Figure 3) It is important to understand the types of transitions between panels as these are all
consciously decided by the author to create a coherent narrative. Comics are a unique medium in
which there is a sense of teamwork between the creator and reader. The transition is an interactive
experience because with every panel there is a resulting gap also known as a gutter, and the
following panel presenting a suggestion as to what happened in the missing section. The missing
section or gutter can range from a millisecond to an unknown quantity of time. (54, Gravette, 2014)
As McCloud says in his comic, “But I can only point the way. I can’t take you anywhere you don’t
want to go. All I can do is make assumptions about you and hope that they’re correct – just as we
all assume, every day that there’s more to life than meets the eye. All I ask of you is a little faith –
and a world of imagination.” (93, McCloud, 2013)

Figure 3: Six panel transitions,
from Scott McCloud’s ‘Making
Comics.’

The actual shape of the panel can also make an influential difference. The effects of having
two panel side by side forces us to ‘spot-the-difference’ or ‘cause-and-effect’ between the two
pictures. “Groensteen argues that ‘hard’ panel divisions, lines framing panels and thus really
separating them from the spaces between them (gutters) are essential to create meaning in a
sequence of panels.” (47, Postema, 2013) However, even without the strict lines of panels, some
comics like ‘Le chat noir’ (figure 4 – p9) doesn’t have lines to separate the sequence of images.
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Posteman argues that even without those lines, the function of the gutter has become ingrained
into the readers consciousness. Commonly in silent comics, the frames are generally rectangles
or square so that the reader can focus more on the sequential images. The majority of the mute
comic books establish a straight framing throughout, to stabilize the readers gaze which in turn
the reader can search and read the information provided within the frame. (Bi, 2006)
The composition of the panels across the page additionally guides the reader to create
meaning. The author wants the reader to slow down and pick up all the relevant visual content
but at the same time move on to the next panel and continue progressing through the narrative.
Using their knowledge of creating visual narratives, they can achieve this by using techniques to
guide the ‘eye stream’ by structuring images and placing texts (for verbal comics) to flow across
the page. (54, Gravette, 2014) The author can also utilize the turning of the page to add surprise
to the narrative. As readers we can’t help but gaze across the page seeing what happens ahead
and then going back to analyze the pictures; “we have no choice but to be present.” (61, Gravette,
2014) Because of this, each frame doesn’t only point forward but in a way backwards as well. To
see the bigger picture or overall narrative, you need to look back so that you can spot the difference between the two frames. (63, Gravette, 2014)
We’ve covered before how panels act as a sort of “’general indicator’ that time and space
is being divided,” (99, McCloud, 2013) however, because different amounts of time and space can
become apparent in between both; the question and response can also occur within the same one
panel. (62, Gravette, 2014) Compared to cinema’s quick transitions, here, “the brain itself mixes,
melts, and connects the images of the two panels;” (Bi, 2006) In general, smaller panels tend
to represent smaller amounts of time, so comics like 3” (three inches) by Marc-Antoine Mathieu
(figure 5), where the events in the book last 3 seconds, the small panel sizes help convey a more
rapid succession of events which are closer in time; (56, Gravette, 2014).On the other hand, long
panels have a stillness giving the ‘feeling’ of greater length. Like the final panel in every Astérix
and Obélix where the village welcomes home the heroes. (figure 6) Scott McCloud refers to this
hidden meaning within panels as the ‘invisible art’ (101, McCloud, 2013)
Figure 5: Marc-Antoine
Mathieu’s 3” (inches) showing
the effect of small panels.
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Figure 6: From ‘Astérix
Légionnaire,’ by R Goscinny
and A. Uderzo, showing the
final long panel of a long feast.

In each panel, the artist makes a conscious choice about the framing of picture, like choosing a camera angle in photography and film. Generally, the framing acts as to project what the
reader’s eyes would see if he/she were to be placed in the narrative. This is compared to a subjective angle of view where you see through the eyes of a specific character. Without text this is
difficult to use but with creative uses of color this is possible. I will address on how artist have used
color to express the first person later. Silent comics tend to use medium shots which is almost like
an all-purpose shot. It usually reveals the character’s body from feet up and indicates their movements. It provides us with information that the bodies would give in gestures and movements, (Bi,
2006) and allows for easier “readability” of the information given.
Narrative Pictures and Techniques used in Silent Comics
Within Panels are what illustrate the actual narrative. Overall, there are two principles which are
commonly used, ‘a representation of an action’, which the reader must discover on their own to
sum up the actions presented in the two pictures, and, 2, ‘as a means of suggesting past or future happening’, which is aided by its position within the story to generate some sort of suspense.
(30, Herdeg and Pascal, 1972) The pictures themselves need to additionally represent ‘invisible’
concerns/ideas like emotions and senses such as smells, taste, etc. (127, Scott McCloud, 2013)
These can be identified in the characters expressions, the actual text, and the background or landscape within the frame. Backgrounds can be a valuable component for indicating ‘invisible’ ideas.
Even with the character giving no hint to their emotional state, a “distorted or expressionistic background can usually affect our ‘reading’ or characters’ inner state.” (132, McCloud, 2013) Through
patterns and even influenced drawing style, the author can produce “an almost physiological effect
in the viewer.” (132, McCloud, 2013) Having said that, the reader will in effect, take-in the frame
and identify those feelings not with themselves but the characters feelings.
Following the sections above we will begin to compare verbal to mute comics. In this section I will go into the panel and analyze the visual illustrational elements of the comic. In most
verbal comics the written text below or within “bubbles,” is vital for the understanding of the comic.
The drawing isn’t unneeded but generally illustrates an action or cause-effect and the characterization isn’t totally needed. In fact, they tend to use general emotions with more simple characterization.
“One of the reasons for comics to often be dismissed as a less stimulating form of reading
compared to linguistic texts is its ‘thereness’: the apparent lack of constructive and imaginative actively required of its readers as a result of both the presence and text and images.” (115, Forsdick,
Grove and McQuillan, 2005). Answering these dismissals, silent comics, by building the narrative solely on image, argue, that the lack of words actually forces the reader to read or view the
drawings with more care and to fill in the gaps in between the panels to understand the ‘missing’
events.
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In verbal comics there is a concentration on the combination of text and image. This enables the reader to decide to which word s/he should assign to the different elements represented
in the image. But Silent comics don’t represent a failure of communication but gives the reader the
opportunity to “experience various modes of reasoning,” and come to a justified conclusion. Again,
this makes for a more involved participation from the reader as they are included within the process of “constructing meaning.” (Adler, 2011) For the author, it is almost an imperative of concentrating the meaning when producing the narrative. There can be numerous hints embedded within
one picture alluding to hidden meaning such as time and place. Readers are compelled to look
more closely and perhaps even ponder longer at each image. (38, Varnum and Gibbons, 2007) Silent comics are generally read at a slower pace than verbal comics because of this. Moreover, the
author is represented with the challenge of connecting the reader with the narrative. If the reader
cannot connect the narrative between the panels, the comic most likely will not be affective.
The absence of verbal speech creates a sense that there is a retention of information. Because of this, silent sequences frequently depict scenes of dreams, the subconscious, quiet nights
or quite literally, environments where speech isn’t possible. The images become more detailed
and “at the same time more made-up to participate in the waiting and the interrogation which it
supposes.” (Bi, 2006) With regards to landscapes, they stand out particularly in silent comics as
they can depict two elements, environment and timing. (Bi, 2006) With these dreamlike scenes
they are typically linked to sleep and often translated into silent sequences. The silent comic is
more “conducive to rendering dreamlike situations because it has managed to do without texts,
like dreams.” (Bi, 2006) Like paintings depicting dreams they have the ability to express ‘invisible’
ideas. “Dreams succeeds in bringing out some of the logical relationships between its thoughts by
modifying their figurations in a suitable way.” (Bi, 2006)
In Mœbius’s famous album Arzach, the imagery illustrated is often compared to the likeness
of dreams and the subconscious. Arzach as mentioned before has an enormous impact not only
on the French comic industry but also in the future of silent comics. Arzach’s flying pterodactyl is
also a common theme in silent comics. The act of flight creates a three-dimensional space and an
additional feeling to the dream-like state. Mœbius explores many different levels of image making,
from panoramic planes to the uncommonly used close-up; especially in the characterizations of
Arzach. There is a wide range of complexity in his character and narrative. (110, Forsdick, Grove
and McQuillan, 2005) Within his use of panels they bring a polished quality to the comic. This
makes each page almost its own independent composition; particularly since some take up the
entire page or spread. (figure 7) On the opposite side from Mœbius’s Arzach’s accomplished
panels is TheophileAlexandre Steinlen, Le
Chat Noir (1885) (figure
4 – p9). As we quickly
mentioned before, this
comic doesn’t make
the use of any panels.
However, there are as
well very intricate drawing
techniques used to evoke
emotion through the
narrative. You can look
back and “look back and
absorb the significance
of the simple line which
emerges, at first drawn
faintly, then a little firmer
Figure 7: Mœbius’s ‘Arzach’
and longer, each time at
pg. 44-45 with the image taking
the black cat’s front paw,
up both pages.
a line which he cannot
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transgress…” (14, Varnum and Gibbons, 2007) which slowly becomes the revealing graphic as
you realize the considerable distance and height between the two lovers. Making a successful
silent comic is far from being an easier option. What can be expressed with words more concisely
can take many more panels to convey the same meaning. Consequently, silent comics demands
for a higher level of clarity and indigeneity, as it requires “more than might be expected in attention,
concentration and interpretation from the reader.” (Bi, 2006)

Figure 4: Six panel transitions,
from Scott McCloud’s ‘Making
Comics.’
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The last section of this chapter is about the capability of color in a comic. The verbal and
silent comic, commonly use colors as a lens into a specific view point or to represent a moment
in time (past or future). For technical reasons 95% of silent comics are black and white. However
the powerful effect color on creating narratives cannot be discarded. The most common use of
color in silent comics is ambient, relating to the immediate surroundings of the action. It is a very
practical way of maintaining a unit of time and place. (Bi, 2006) Colors can also help depict the
emotions the character may be experiencing at that time and place. Unfortunately, color in comics
did not come until later in the game for commercial and technological reasons. Initially, only a
limited color option fit within the guidelines of the existing technology; these were red, yellow
and blue; in addition, the cost of adding color was prohibitive. Marvel and DC comics especially,
created specific color pallets of each of their comics. For example, Superman would be colored
around Superman’s suit of red, yellow, and blue, and readers could identify a Superman comic
from a Batman comic based on color. This didn’t really change until Hergé’s Tintin, where George
Remi (Hergé) “captured the magic” of flat colors. “Hergé created a kind of democracy of form
in which no shape was any less important than any other – a completely objective world.” (190,
McCloud, 2013). He was able to do this because of the superior status and printing of Bandes
Dessinée in Europe. This made room for others such as Mœbius to explore a more subjective
color palette. When BD reached America more predominantly in the 70s, American comic artist
were inspired to look beyond their ‘four color walls’. Colors had the ability to add more depth,
environment, and complexity to the emotions of the narratives and characters. In terms of
characters, colors can help illustrate a specific view point. For example in a first person narrative,
“if we see a character wearing infrared glasses, we will know that the next box(es) entirely in
green/red tones, is (are) his subjective vision.” (Bi, 2006)
Now that we know some of the dynamics used to construct silent narratives, I will begin to
discuss themes and characterizations which arise within adult comics but additionally and maybe
more specifically in adult silent comics.
Chapter 2: Characterizations and Themes
In this chapter I will be discussing themes explored within silent comics as well as themes which
arise in the changes of Franco/Belgian BD adult comics compared to Anglophone adult comics’
culture. I will be quoting mainly from one specific essay written by David Kunzle, titled, “The
Voices of Silence” from “The Language of Comics: Word and Image,” edited by Robin Varnum and
Christina T. Gibbons. These themes overlap and intersect between each other. Considered above,
silent comics can hold their own compared to the verbal comic. Through the use of narrative and
visual techniques, they are able to portray complex narratives, emotions and even comedy. Silent
comics typically depict scenes which are more dreamlike and surreal. Even in verbal comic, they
make use of silence, to show scenes where speech isn’t generally heard. Scenes or environments
which take place at night, in space or underwater. Silence can also help bring forth a stronger
sense of deep emotion or suspense between two characters. Using silence can also show the
reader the isolation which a character feels in the narrative.
Silent comics have the ability to cover complex themes. A classic example would be TheophileAlexandre Steinlen, Le Chat Noir, 1885, (Figure 4) where following the black cat’s calls for the
female, the female (white cat) instinctively jumps from the window to her death. As the scene
slowly develops throughout the comic, only at the end do you realize the considerable height
between the two cats. Although this is a single page comic, it depicts a truly complex theme. You
can recognize that the female cat “dies for following a fatal, instinctive signal, and that her enticer
is unwilling or unable to help.” (14, Varnum and Gibbons, 2007) In fact, it is common for silent
comics to use animals as their main characters, as animals cannot talk. To bring muteness to a
comic can actually be an advantage when trying to evoke a powerful emotion. Referencing again
to Le Chat Noir, David Kunzle states: “It is as if Willette and Steinlen,…, fell literally mute, mute
in wonder, shock, and helplessness. They then turn their muteness to graphic advantage, as if to
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say: these are matters too big to bear speaking out.” (15, Varnum and Gibbons, 2007)
To graphically develop complex emotions, the author illustrates detailed expressions on the
faces or relatable body language of the characters. In silent comics, there is generally a graphic
treatment of the human characters in an often semi-realistic and stylized way of drawing. This
helps bring out further meaning to the character displayed. (Bi, 2006) Arzach, for example, has the
“suggestive power and the mysterious symbolism of poetry.” (110, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan,
2005) The exclusive use of image “implies special attention to the slightest change.” (Bi, 2006)
Throughout the narrative you can see metamorphosis arising. Metamorphosis is defined “by a
change in the shape, structure or nature of a being or an object.” (Bi, 2006) In terms of character
attributes, it is logical to present characters who either do not have the use of speech, have
incomprehensible speech, or simply know how to be silent. In Shaun Tan’s ‘The Arrival’, about a
migrant in a new country, there is a speech barrier between himself and his new home. (figure 8)
Furthermore in silent comics, characters evolve most of the time alone, the story is often limited
to an encounter with one or more characters. Generally speaking, there is rarely more than five
characters in a silent comic. (Bi, 2006)

Figure 8: Shaun Tan’s ‘The
Arrival,’ illustrating the
language barrier between the
main character and this “new
alien” place.

Having said this, you can differentiate a difference in characterizations between Anglophone
comics and Franco/Belgian BD. Since the 1960s, the U.S. has been dominated by a specific
genre of science fiction story – the superhero comic. (178, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005)
Children who grew up with these superhero comics later continued on with the ‘adult’ versions
of the genre. All of the stories were similar only showing variety with the different versions of the
superhero character; often a male savior saving the damsel in distress. These characters were
very much good or evil. There wasn’t necessarily a grey area and the stories end very similarly,
the good guy saving the world. There were also restrictions on subject matter including that
characters should abide the law and authorities. By contrast, the French comic hero is often
neither good or evil and can be conflicted or fallible. One such example is Arzach who is “fallible
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and vulnerable.” (109, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) Mœbius seemed to be inverting
the superhero convention by making Arzach vulnerable compared to the “herculean hero.” (103,
Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) In Arzach the panels have “an air of timelessness, which
suggests that the hero’s journey is a symbolic quest evoking intemporal, universal truths.” (102,
Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005). In Tardi’s Nestor Burma series, the leading detective is
often beaten up and throughout remains pessimistic and cynical about the outcome of his success
at solving crime. Compared to the American superheroes and villains, euro-comic show more
humanity and less mechanical within their characters. European BD heroes tend to test the reader
more, letting them wonder and reflect on the narrative while U.S. comics give you the answer and
often the predicted ending for the story. As an aside, this difference is also notable in movies, for
example in the American version of “Le Grand Bleu.” (The Big Blue) a movie about free divers,
where the main character, Jacques is in love with the depth of the ocean and dreams of this.
The original French movie ends when the main character succumbs to his dreams and dives
into the ocean and leaves away his attach to the surface letting you believe he will be drowning.
The American version follows the same story however ends on him resurfacing. There is a lot of
dreamy symbolism throughout this movie and leaves you with questions that are not answered.
Like in Arzach, its use of silence shows that “if Arzach is symbolic, the key to the symbolism is
not given, and various interpretations are possible.” (103, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005)
Because the lack of words, nothing is explained and nothing is resolved. He is a mysterious hero,
knowing nothing from his past, even his name is spelled differently in each episode.
		
Now that I have reached the core of my comparisons I will continue into three main
themes represented in the changes which transitioned comics to the contemporary scene. These
three themes are humor, adult-content, and finally science-fiction, that are often represented in
adult comics. I’ve identified themes with adult comics because in contemporary silent comics there
are in general, no child characters. In verbal comics, the use of child characters are for comics
aimed at young people. Silent comics, at least, those created in Franco/Belgian are “intended for
an audience of adults for whom these children’s characters would impose a narrative limit and an
identification problem.” (Bi, 2006)
Theme: Can humor be conveyed by images?
Comics are a unique medium within their
genre as the visual arts are not organically humorous.
There are few artists who could be characterized as
humorous in comparison to the “legions” of comic
writers. With words, it is usually easier to be funny
as we are taught to communicate for the most part
with words and “very secondarily with picture; most
of us can write, few of us can draw.” (9, Varnum
and Gibbons, 2007) For silent comics the burden
of humor is carried completely on the image. The
caricatural style does carry humorous potential as
well as carry the total joke for the story. (9, Varnum
and Gibbons, 2007) In terms of verbal comics, the
joke is in the text and generally the image follows
along. Humor in verbal comics tend to be quick
or fast. In some cases like “Asterix the Gaul” by
Goscinny and Uderzo, you can find a lot of wit played
within the text. For example all of the names of the
characters who live in their village end in -ix. (Figure
9) What is so great about Astérix is it appeals to the
“children for the slapstick and adults for the satire,
in the process became a major hit in both markets”
through the careful and humoristic translation of
the jokes to different languages (187, Sabin, 2013)

Figure 9: From ‘Astérix
Légionnaire,’ by R Goscinny
and A. Uderzo, introducing the
main characters.
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In the U.S. the second biggest genre of comic books after superhero comics has almost always
been comedy. However “European” comedy was generally not appreciated by American readers;
“clearly, the subtleties of pacing, language and so on do not travel well, and are just too different
– too foreign.” (180, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) Despite critical praise in fanzines
(a magazine for fans) none of the humor translations did ever take off in the U.S. By contrast
American humor comics such as Crumbs (Robert Crumb, 1943-) have a suit of devoted fans in
Europe.
Theme: Adult-content
Adult content in Europe really went further after the “revolutionary” science fiction magazine
‘Métal Hurlant’ (first published in 1975), it had a daring mix “of sex, pseudo-cerebral storylines
and superb artwork,” (192, Sabin, 2013) becoming the most influential title of the post- 1968 era,
coinciding with the “sexual revolution of the 70’s. Sometimes known as the ‘French Underground’,
compared to the American underground scene, Métal Hurlant had a much higher production
standard and the attitude of retailers wasn’t hostile as early on had been recognized as an art
form. (192, Sabin, 2013). By contrast, in America, the Comics Code Authority was created in 1954
because of “concerns about graphic violence and other inappropriate content in comics.” (Owen,
2009) This censorship limited the freedom of authors within the mainstream American comics.
Although underground comics did not necessarily follow this code, it limited , the market of these
comic/book as shops were reluctant buying and stocking them. Compared to countries where
there was a “sophistication” within the comics industry, Britain and America did not ‘discover’ adult
comics until the late 1980s. The only really adult-comic scene in America was from ‘Heavy Metal’,
an Americanized version of the French science fiction magazine, Métal Hurlant. It was influenced
by the American Underground Comix movement. What was particularly new about the title “was
its emphasis on sex and violence.” (179, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) This magazine included
many American comic artist but also introduced a fair amount of European BD artists to American
readers.
Since the 1990s however, America has matured in this respect and is now “thriving and
the biggest publishers in the field Fantagraphics frequently supplements its stable of American
creators with European talents.” (182, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) This was great for
silent comics as a typical scene within silent comics or shown in silence within verbal comics, is
the unveiling or dressing of bodies. For example in the first chapter of Arzach there is the sight of a
woman’s body revealing itself that starts the story. (Bi, 2006)
Theme: Sci-fi, fantasy and dreams
Mœbius is of the rare French comic-strip artist who received worldwide recognition. Mute
comics work well with science-fiction or silent panels. This is because silence can emphasize a
dream-like state. A great example of a silent dream sequence is in Hergé’s ‘The Seven Crystal
Balls’, where an Inca mummy steps into Tintin’s bedroom. The lines between reality and dream are
blurred and you cannot tell if Tintin is dreaming or not. (figure 10) In the mid 1970’s, the Sciencefiction and fantasy genre was mainly dominated by the American Superheroes. In France, Métal
Hurlant, wanted to reintroduce the genre with new ideas, which inspired the U.S. to begin to shift
in the science-fiction genre and push the mainstream superhero. The sci-fi genre acted as a bridge
between the separated underground comics and mainstream comics. Slowly the mainstream
comic began to appeal to adults. The underground and mainstream were often threaded on similar
themes as they utilized many of the same creators with the same “arrangements for royalties,
copyright, and so on.” (70, Sabin, 2013) Sci-fi comics in America were really fandom-based and
generally sold from fan-shops. The ‘fantasy art’ featured in and on the covers of magazines like
Métal Hurlant, could be recognized by their “smooth airbrush technique and subject-matter.” (214,
Sabin, 2013) This brought in a lot of fans as they would be amazed by the quality of illustrations.
The success of these comics and their imagery came to inspire video games such as ‘Dungeons
and Dragons’, as well as animated movies such as ‘Lord of the Rings’ (1978) Because it was
mainly the artwork that generated fans’ interest, fact that most of these comics were in a foreign
language didn’t matter. This is also perhaps for the reason the silent Arzach became the most
popular comic. (269N, Sabin, 2013)
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Figure 10: From Hergé’s ‘The
Seven Crystal Balls’, where an
Inca mummy steps into Tintin’s
bedroom.

Chapter 3: Comparing the current popularity and marketplace for silent/verbal comics
		
In this Chapter I am going to be comparing the markets and popularity between BD
and Comic books in America. The BD market to this day remains country or language specific.
The very few BD that did well in the US, for example, were those which best conformed to
existing American taste. (178, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) Newly published Bande
Dessinées, or albums as they are called in Europe, are usually about 48 pages long and generally
focus on humor and adventure, can sell up to 100,000 copies. (Owen, 2009) From a study by
‘L’Observatoire de la librarie’ (2019) commissioned to mark the launch of the ‘Festival International
de la Bande Dessinée’, in Angoulême, within the sales of BD, 54% sold are adult BD. You can
easily compare the sale of Tintin albums to those of Disney products. (176, Forsdick, Grove and
McQuillan, 2005) The Bande Dessinée’s adult industry grew very quickly in Europe because of
its public tolerance and ease of distribution. Album production was more emphasized than the
magazine production making the focus more on the quality, the completeness of the story than
the quantity, although many of the BD artists started in the field of magazine, a demanding ground
to start new characters and heroes. Now a days, creators in Europe are often free to spend up
to a year on an album that is almost guarantee very good sales number in relation to the level of
their reputation (often build on magazine version early on). Comic authors have a strong name
recognition, on equal footing to film directors or novelists. Additionally, big-selling magazines are
often translated into several languages, bringing in a vast amount of talent from around Europe,
and similarly for comics from other European countries that are now translated into French.
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Before covering the popularity and distribution of BD in America I want to introduce, Roger Sabin
who’s essay titled ‘Some Observations on BD in the US’, has provided a lot of research for these
proceeding sections.
In America the Superhero genre still dominate the market. Estimations vary, but “roughly
95% of all comics sold” (183, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) were involved with the cult
of superheroes subject matter. The Comics Code “pushed comics underground and focused the
content on a very small demographic.” (Owen, 2009) The Comic Code seems to have really done
a number on the reputation and U.S. market for comics. In terms of erotica and adult comics,
because of this code which had “banned all but the most innocuous of content,” (183, Forsdick,
Grove and McQuillan, 2005) sales went into a decline after the mid-1950s. Only super-hero and
humor genres continued to thrive. And since it seems that only in the last decade has the negative
impression of comics in America has changed for the better. However this is largely due to the
hyper-popular films that have recently come out in the Marvel and DC universe. They act as a sort
of Trojan horse, sneaking comic books back into mainstream.
In France, comics is a celebrated art form with its own very popular festival in Angoulême,
France that started in 1974. This festival is the Oscars of Bande Dessinée, with yearly prize
within 9 different categories, which range from the best BD, story, illustration and lifelong career
achievements. The winner for the Best Album, Fauve d’Or, of recent, was “My Favorite Thing is a
Monsters” by Emil Ferris. (Bdangouleme.com, 2020) In America although there is Comic Con, the
comic culture is more ‘geek’ fan-based, and includes movies, games, and cosplay. It represents
a niche hobby, not a regular and normative part of everyday life, as it is in France and Belgium.
By contrast, in the US, many comics and books are adapted for the large screen and turned into
movies. In Roger Sabin’s essay from the book, The Francophone BD, on observations of BD in the
US, he compares the relationship with a scene in the movie ‘Crimson Tide’. Two boys are fighting
when an officer comes to break up the fight and probes the reason for the fight. The two boys
are fighting over which Silver Surfer comic was the best, Jack Kirby (American artist) or Mœbius
(French artist). The officer agrees with the boy, Kirby is the best, and lets the boy go. Later in
the movie those who sided with Kirby are the heroes triumphing evil, alike the true American
heroes concurring the evil foreigners. This broadly represents Americas thinking when it comes to
foreigners.
Between BD (Europe) and comics (U.S.) there is the obvious language barrier which I
will discuss first. As Roger Sabin says: “the disappointing performance of translated BDs has
been across the board.” (176, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) As mentioned before in
chapter 2 under the discussed theme of humor, European humor after translation only reached a
European audience and vice versa with American humor mostly staying within the U.S.. However,
there were a few fanzines that make an effort to cover BD translations. Publishers such as NBM
(Nantier-Bell-Minoustchine), Heavy Metal/Metal Mammoth Inc, and Humanoids Publishing took
upon them to concentrate on BD translations and untranslated fare. (178, Forsdick, Grove and
McQuillan, 2005) On the other hand, comics by the American Underground comics were “imported
and translated on a regular basis from 1968.” (191, Sabin, 2013) Works from authors like Crumb,
Shelton, and others made a big impression among European students. Another positive between
bridging U.S. comics and BD is the growing popularity of silent comics. With creative uses of visual
language, silent comics rises above “language barriers and levels of literacy. Wordless comics,
in one sense, are among the best ambassadors for representing not only our different cultures
but also our shared humanity.” (39Varnum and Gibbons, 2007) Despite this, there may still be the
underlying problem of censorship between these two comic cultures.
European adult comics seems as if they are always going to be problematic. The magazine
‘Heavy Metal’ remains the “exceptional success – sold as a magazine rather than a comic”
(book). (183, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) Part of this was because there was a certain
“Heteronormative ideals such as, the handsome strong male lead and his beautiful but submissive
female love interest,” which various adaptations were repeated over and over even reintroduced
like the marvel and DC franchise presently. Because this superhero was seen as popular and
proved a commercial success, there was not a need to explore further more esoteric BD from
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US. From an article titled, ‘Bringing Bandes Dessinée to the U.S.A.’ by Laura Hazard Owen, who
quotes Sylvain Coissard who is a literary agent specializing in graphic novels, says that American
Publishers should have “more faith in the capacity of the American reader to take interest in the
world.” (Owen, 2009) These conformities created a tension within the US between commercialism
and personal expression. There was pressure on creators by the publishers and editors who were
eager to conform to the status quo. It was a proven formula and fit under the guidelines of the
Comics Code. (70, Gravette, 2014) A transformation in comics finally came about in ‘Mad’ comic
books started by Harvey Kurtzman in NY. With Robert Crumb, Art Speigelman, and many more
American cartoonist who brought underground comics for adult into light and helping shape the
generation. Later becoming the American underground comix (‘X’ for X-rated), had a liberating
effect on their readers and creators-to-be, at home and abroad. But it wasn’t until the late 1980s
when Britain and America ‘discovered’ adult comics and publishers for the first time, found it was
“possible to launch foreign comics into mainstream domestic market: at last they were ‘talking the
same language.”(183, Sabin, 2013)
Although Tintin is commonly seen as a BD for adults, it’s reading age being between 7-77,
they have only reached “a very limited readership among the American youngsters” and seen as
almost entirely as juvenile. (176, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) In fact the lack of success
of Tintin in the U.S. baffles many French and Belgian adult readers as you can often find a small
collection of Tintin BD’s in their homes. This may be because there is an attitude that exist in the
U.S. towards foreigners and the failure of BDs having any kind of hold in the US comic market
because it is a foreign comic. (p176, Forsdick, Grove and McQuillan, 2005) Despite efforts to
introduce BDs into this market however, “it is hard to escape the verdict that, for the overwhelming
majority of American comic readers, BDs are at best an irrelevance.” (187, Grove and McQuillan,
2005)
Conclusion
My thesis “Beyond Words: comparing silent comics and Bande Dessinée muette” covers an
esoteric subject, the silent comics and an interest of mine, originating from my conflicting upraising
in the US in the French family. Although specialized, my thesis covers the universal themes on
how to create and tell stories, whether to use words and image and whether in some instance
image may suffice or be even more powerful. This work also compare how the 9th Art, or Bandes
Dessinées is widely recognized and appreciated in Europe while still being limited in the US to a
fringe fan-based population and discuss the historical and commercial reasons for these difference
in perception and success in the marketplace.
In chapter one, I discussed the attributes of the silent narrative and analyzed the structure
of panels and the different techniques used by the artist to produce quality pictures within
sequential frames. In comics and more particularly in the silent genre, panels and transition
between panel are use creatively to create the feeling of space or time; background imagery and
colors are also powerful artistic tools to convey emotion and characters. This chapter concludes
that the absence of words is not detrimental to the narrative; but actually, strengthens the
narrative while stimulating the reader’s imagination. Consequently, silent comics, because of the
sophistication of the techniques demands for a higher level of clarity and ingenuity to the artist to
tell the story, must be read at a slower pace, as they requires more attention, concentration and
interpretation from the reader.
In the second chapter, I expended to describe the characterizations and themes presented
in silent comics; specifically focusing on the type of characters and techniques to express a broad
range of emotions necessary to complex narratives, as well as contrasting the respective heroes
of French/Belgian BB and their American counter parts. I identified three themes, humor, adultcontent, and Sci-fi, fantasy and dreams; which transitioned comics into the contemporary scene.
Adult content and sci-fi themes were more suitable to the silent genre , to convey nudity or dream,
respectively. Finally, in the last chapter we compared the current popularity and marketplace for
silent and verbal comics across the Atlantic. This helped us identify problems and cultural division
between, which could impact the future of the contemporary comics. Even if silent comics may
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transcend language, I found that, with exception, cultural, censorial and commercial barriers
remain, particularly preventing the wide adoption of foreign-made comics in the US.
This essay covers two out of three of the large markets, EU and USA and does not provide
information on Japanese Manga, a large and globally expanding genre. In the future, I would like
to research into the Manga, that make ample use of silence or silent sequence as well as expand
my knowledge and analysis to a bigger collection of silent comics. I would like in the future of not
only silent but verbal comics to be about pushing the medium and its content even further and not
be restricted by things such as language or a comic code authority.
My thesis was asking if there was a difference between the narratives and themes of Bande
Dessinée muette, from the French and Belgian schools, and silent comics, the type read in the
U.S. and U.K. Through looking at the different elements and analyzing different existing silent
comic books from both traditions within my question, I can conclude, silent comics is a powerful
and universal media to tell a story and express emotions, often strengthening the narrative
while stimulating the reader’s imagination. An analysis of the American market also suggest that
American publishers should be more adventurous and trustful in the ability of their reader to be
open and appreciate of the European style comics, particularly in the genre of the silent comics, as
their theme and understanding are transcending the need for written language.
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